
Motivation
• Admixture contributes to patterns of genomic diversity

• While often modeled as pulses of migration, admixture is 
likely to be the product of populations coming in contact in 
space, with continued gene flow.

• There is additional information contained in how patterns of 
admixture change across space.

• A spatial model of admixture is needed to describe 
population genomic patterns in geographically distributed 
populations

The  following is an expression for the expected LD in ancestry 
within populations: 
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Eq.1

The Basic Idea
Two differentiated populations come back into contact, creating 
a gradient of ancestry in space

Past admixture is characterized by the associations, or linkage 
disequilibrium (LD), between loci of different ancestry. 

We would like to model this LD as a function of timing  of 
admixture (  ), dispersal (      ), and space (  ).
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Applications
A: We demonstrate the fit of our model to Indonesian 
populations (HUGO). These populations are thought 
to be the product of admixture between Papuan and 
Austronesian populations (Xu et al.).

B: The mixing of populations creates a gradient 
in ancestry proportion.

C: We estimate the timing and gene flow within this contact zone by fitting Eq.1 
to curves of weighted LD (generated with ALDER, Loh et al.) simultaneously for 
the set of admixed populations. Here we show curves for two out of the seven 
admixed populations.

Figure 7: Top right: Sampling locations of Indonesian populations. Blue dot denotes
the representative Asian ancestral population and red dot the representative Papuan
population. Vertical yellow line shows location of the inferred cline center. Top
left: Longitudinal cline in Asian ancestry. Black dotted line shows best fit to Eq. 1.
bottom Weighted-LD curves for two edge and one central population and curves
under estimated parameters. Will change X axis to correct units. Also, will make
plot of intercepts to ↵(1� ↵)F
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Inference:
Under our model, the estimated age of 
admixture is ~200 generations, and 
diapersal corresponds to an average 
displacement of 66km/generation.

Our full manuscript can be found on the bioRXiv: http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/016337

Model Framework
Populations A and B first come into contact generations in 
the past. We consider a pair of linked lineages that has been 
sampled in the present day at location .

We trace the paths of 
these two lineages, 
assuming Brownian 
motion.

The two lineages follow 
an identical path back in 
time, until they 
recombine onto different 
backgrounds at time t, 
after which they assume 
separate, independent, 
paths.
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